
 

Gardena RollUp S - Hose box with
hose

15 m

Group Irrigation Equipment

Manufacturer Gardena

Manufacturer item no. 18606-20

EAN/UPC 4078500051965

Description
Watering that's always ready for action: the Gardena Garden Hose Box RollUp
S is no ordinary hose storage box. You will be thrilled how effortless watering
your garden can be with this well-designed hose box. You can easily water
your small garden and have maximum freedom of movement. It stands on a
sturdy metal spike meaning you can install it anywhere in your garden
without damaging a wall. The ground spike is screwed into the ground using a
mounting rod and is therefore extremely stable. For use, simply extend the
garden hose to a maximum of 15 meters and you can start watering
immediately. The built-in short locking points ensure effortless handling and
automatically fix the hose at the desired extension length. Thanks to the
innovative design, the hose box can be swiveled through 360° and you can
reach every corner of your garden. The hose box follows your movements
while watering and prevents the water hose from kinking or tangling. In
addition, this Garden Hose Box saves you from strenuous cranking, bending
over and wet, dirty hands when rolling up: A short pull on the unrolled hose
activates the integrated spring, which rewinds the hose fully automatically
and reliably. To ensure that no blockages or twists occur, a hose guide keeps
the garden hose on track and the RollControl technology ensures safe and
controlled rewinding. The box is adjusted to the height of the Gardena
Mowing Robots, so that the lawn around the hose box is always maintained
and mowed. The high-quality material is protected by UV and frost protection,
the box can remain in the garden all year round and guarantees you a long
service life and use without maintenance. The box is especially compact and
stylishly designed so that it can be easily integrated into any garden. The
Garden Hose Box comes with a flexible connecting hose, all necessary
assembly parts and original Gardena System Elements as well as a sprayer
with two different spray patterns. 

 

Main features  

Product Description Gardena RollUp S - hose box with hose

Product Type Hose box with hose

Package Content Watering sprayer, connection hose

Frost Protection Yes



 

Length 15 m

Extended details
General

Product Type Hose box with hose

Package Content Watering sprayer, connection hose

Features Automatic roll-up, UV-resistant, ground spike, built-in short locking points,
360° swivel, RollControl technology

Watering

Frost Protection Yes

Dimensions & Weight

Diameter 11 mm

Length 15 m
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